l. INTRODUCTION
The internal friction (IF) spectra in A1 5N single crystals was studied by Woirgard et al. [1, 2] between 300K and 700K and decomposed in a high temperature background plus three relaxation peaks named Pi, P2 and Pg. These relaxations appear also in bicrystals and an annealing at 673K increases the P2 and P3 relaxations. In polycrystals Woirgard et al. [1, 2] observe so high the P2 relaxation that the P1 and P3 relaxations are hidden. These results were confirmed by Bonetti et al. [3] , who observe in A1 4N single crystals slightly deformed by flexion three relaxations K1, K2 and H that increase with the deformation degree and do not disappear even after annealing at 813K during 12 hours. These relaxations appear also in polycrystals after primary recrystallization, being much more strength than in single crystals [3, 4] . On the contrary, KC et al. [S] do not observe any relaxation between 450K and 700K in A1 4N and A1 5N single crystals grown by zone melting. Nevertheless they observe a peak around 640K (named P365) in similar single crystals grown by dynamic annealing [5-71, but this peak disappears after a 5% creep deformation at the temperature of the peak maximum, or after a 5% tensile deformation at room temperature followed by a 2h annealing at 87313 [7] . In the case of polycrystals of A1 4N and AI 5N with bamboo microstructure, these authors observe a relaxation also at 640K when the sample has been deformed 3% and annealed at 830K. This relaxation is dependent on the oscillating amplitude [7] and dissapears by tensile deformation [8] . Using another kind of internal friction measurements, stabilizing the temperature 4 hours before each measurement, Rivi2re et a1 [9-1 l] observe three relaxations PI, P2 and P3 that are amplitude independent and besides P2 and P3 do not disappear even after annealing at 800K.
A comparative and exhaustive study of the relaxations observed in the literature in A16N, AlSN and A14N at medium and high temperatures has been acomplished by N6 [12] . This study allows her to conclude that the high temperature component of the KC peak, as well as the P365, P3 and H peaks are the same relaxation, that in the present work will be named as P3 peak.
The aim of this work is to contribute with some suplementary results about the P3 peak in order to understand its behaviour and to clarify the microscopic mechanism responsible for this relaxation.
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
In the present work we used 99.999% Aluminium (5N) "super raffinal" AIAG. The 5N A1 supplied in l0mm plates was rolled until it was l.lmm thick and annealed under primary vacuum for l h at 500K in order to recrystallize the samples, that were subsequently aged for a long time at room temperature. In this condition the samples show a mixed microstructure of tangled dislocations and polygonization walls. In order to obtain a polygonized dislocation structure the samples were crept [12] . This microstructure disappears during heating until 700K at 100K/h, because the samples recrystallize. After this recrystallization, the samples do not show any polygonized structure and the grain size is about $=2mm. The study of the P3 peak was carried out on these samples (50x5~1 mn13). Internal friction was measured using an inverted torsion pendulum operating at about 1Hz with an oscillating amplitude of 4x10-6. All IF spectra have been measured only on heating, at a heating rate of 100K/h.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The internal friction spectrum of a recrystallized sample as described previously, corresponds to curve 1 in fig.1 and shows a P2 relaxation about 550K and a relatively flat high temperature background. In order to study the influence of deformation degree on the internal friction spectrum, the sample has been deformed in torsion at room temperature by cumulative steps of +OS%, +IS%, f2%, k4% and sucessive steps of +4% until a total deformation of f 16%. For a better visual clarity we plot in Fig.1  (curves 2 to 4) only the internal friction spectra corresponding to the total deformation of +OS%, 3 2 % and +8%. We observe that the high temperature background increases with the deformation percentage until a degree of 8%, and shifts the more and more towards low temperature. Simultaneously, a slight decrease of the P2 relaxation can be observed. Further cumulative deformations by f4% steps do not affect the background and the obtained internal friction spectra were almost superposed on the curve 4 of Fig.1 . Fig. 2 . Internal friction spectra and modulus defect on the same sample previously deformed +16% (see fig. 1 ).
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Curve 1: after a new f 12% torsional deformation performed at room temperature. The sample recrystallize again between 625 and 700 K. Curve 2: after recrystallization we observe the P2 peak and the appearance of the P3 peak.
Nevertheless, a further high deformation of +12% performed in one step at room temperature gave rise to the recrystallization of the sample between 652K and 700K during the measurement heating run, as is shown in the internal friction spectrum and modulus defect of curves 1 in Fig.2 . The curve 2 of Fig2 corresponds to the first spectrum after recrystallization and shows two relaxations P2 and P3 that can be also seen in the associated modulus curve. These two relaxations P2 and P3 became stable during sucessive heating runs until 730K as is shown in Fig.3 .
Temp. (K) Fig. 3 . Internal friction spectrum and modulus defect of stable P2 and P3 relaxation.
These results can be explained as follows. The original sample with a microstructure mainly with tangled dislocations presents the P2 peak that shows a similar behaviour to the P1 peak observed in AI 6N [13, 14] , and seems to be linked to a high jog density on dislocations [1, 15, 16] . The torsional deformation performed in succesive steps increases the dislocation density, but during the measurement heating runs until 730K the dislocations reorganize in polygonization walls, like it has been also observed for the AI 6N 112,141. This way, the high temperature background increases with the density of polygonized dislocations because in fact it is the low temperature side of a PH peak that appears at higher temperature and attributed to the mobility of the subgrain boundaries [12, 13, 15, 17] . At the same time we observe a slight decrease of the P2 peak due the loosing of jogs by the dislocations during the polygonization process [12, 16] . It should be remarked that after strong deformation, the internal friction spectrum (curve 1 of Fig. 1) shows the presence of the P1 peak, that usually appears only in A16N [12] . This effect is due to the increase of dislocation density and their depinning from the impurities during the deformation, that produces some non negligible dislocation density completely free of impurities. However, the recrystalization undergone (Fig.2) by the sample destroys completely the polygonized microstructure and the high temperature background recovers its original level (like in curve 1 of Fig.1 ) due to desappearance of the PH peak. Nevertheless a high density tangled dislocation microstructure remains in the sample and the P2 peak recovers its original strength. It is in this microstructural condition when the P3 peak is clearly seen.
In order to characterize the behaviour of the P3 relaxation we have studied its evolution with the oscillating amplitude. In Fig.4 we plot the internal friction spectra and modulus variation curves corresponding to the oscillating amplitudes of 4, 8, Fig.4 , it becomes evident that the P3 peak shows a strong dependence on the oscillating amplitude. The previous results allows to conclude that the P3 relaxation is due to some mechanism of dislocation mobility and the associated modulus defect curves (in Fig.4 ) suggest that this relaxation could be linked to the same dislocations responsible for the P2 peak. 
